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Introduction 

The Michigan AFL-CIO is a nonpartisan organization with a decades-long commitment to 
democracy in the workplace and at the ballot box. Earlier this year, we published the Fair Maps 
Project, a complete and comprehensive report outlining the districts we believe should be 
enacted at the state legislative level, and defending those districts across all seven of Michigan’s 
Constitutional criteria. We delivered that report to the Michigan Independent Citizens’ 
Redistricting Commission (MICRC) to assist them in their solemn duty of drawing maps that 
comply with the letter and spirit of the Michigan Constitution as amended in 2018 by 61% of 
Michigan voters. 

The single most important thing a fair map must do is ensure that the party that wins the most 
votes wins the most seats. Democracy cannot survive if the government is not derived from the 
consent of the governed. 

Our Constitution requires that “Districts shall not provide a disproportionate advantage to any 
political party. A disproportionate advantage to a political party shall be determined using 
accepted measures of partisan fairness.” The MICRC tests their maps against four such accepted 
measures of partisan fairness: the efficiency gap, mean-median difference, lopsided outcomes, 
and seats-votes ratio. All of the MICRC’s collaborative maps for all three chambers favor the same 
political party on the first three metrics. On most maps, the fourth metric - the seats-votes ratio - 
still favors the Republican Party, but on some maps, it favors the Democratic Party. 

The MICRC’s methodology for counting seats is flawed, cloaking a massive Republican 
advantage. The MICRC is counting many districts as “Democratic” when in fact they favor the 
Republican Party. The MICRC’s mapping process led them to attempt to achieve partisan fairness 
not by unpacking Democratic vote sinks, but by flipping districts that were marginally Republican 
(according to their flawed composite score - more on that below) to marginally Democratic -- but 
as this report will show, those districts only “flipped” on paper. 

We hope that this report will encourage fair-minded Commissioners to continue working toward 
partisan fairness, which requires a significant reduction in the academically measured partisan 
bias of all of the Commission’s maps across all three chambers. This can be accomplished most 
easily by unpacking Democratic vote sinks such as Ann Arbor, Lansing, and Kalamazoo, as 
repeatedly requested by members of the public throughout this process. 

Although this report focuses on the seats-votes ratio only, the MICRC and everyday Michiganders 
should be deeply concerned that the remaining three partisan fairness metrics all reveal large 
advantages to the same political party on every single Commission map. That fact is a crisis. It 
should not be met with complacency. Further, in this report we are not contesting in detail the 
methodology used to arrive at the MICRC’s “composite score” which calculates the partisanship 
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of each individual district. Suffice to say that we believe that the composite score itself has deep 
flaws, including (but not limited to) equally weighting the 2012 elections to the 2020 elections, 
which does not account for the massive coalition changes between our two political parties in the 
past decade. We believe that the MICRC would be better served by giving greater weight to more 
recent elections, and in particular, we believe the MICRC should weigh gubernatorial-year 
elections more heavily than presidential-year elections in assessing the state Senate -- but those 
recommendations are beyond the scope of this report. 
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Defining District Advantage 

We start from two simple ideas. 

1. A fair map would ideally give each party an equal number of seats if there were a 
statewide popular vote tie. Since Michigan is a closely divided state, a 50% 
Democratic - 50% Republican statewide election is very plausible. The number of seats 
won by each party in such a situation should be as close to a tie as possible. The district 
lines should not give one party a leg up on the other. 

2. A fair map must make it reasonably likely for each party to be able to win a majority 
of the seats in each chamber by winning a majority of the votes in the state. In other 
words, the seat count by itself doesn’t tell you everything. Imagine a hypothetical map 
that satisfied criterion 1 above, but imagine that many of the Democratic seats are in 
the 50-55% range, while all of the Republican seats are safe. We would not consider 
that a fair map, since one party could reasonably expect to win a majority, but the 
other party never could. 

One simple way to assess this is to compare each party’s performance in a given district to its 
performance in the state as a whole. We call this the “district advantage,” but it is similar to the 
FiveThirtyEight “lean” or the Cook Political Report’s “Partisan Voting Index (PVI).”  

To calculate the district advantage for the Republican Party, subtract the margin of a district 
from the margin of the state: 

  

To calculate the district advantage for the Democratic Party, multiply the Republican district 
advantage by -1, or simply reverse the order of the parties in the equation: 

 

The MICRC’s partisan fairness metrics are based on a composite of Michigan election results from 
2012-2020 (inclusive). The composite score for Michigan as a whole is 52.3% Democratic to 
47.7% Republican -- a margin of 4.6% in favor of the Democratic Party. 

If a district’s composite score shows that it is 50.1% Democratic to 49.9% Republican, that 
district has a margin of D + 0.2% -- but because the state as a whole has a margin of D + 4.6%, our 
sample district is 4.4% more Republican than the state as a whole (4.6% - 0.2% = 4.4%). This 
district, then, has a district advantage of R + 4.4%. We could reasonably conclude that in a 50-50 

(D % in MI  −  R % in MI )  −  (D % in distr ict X  −  R % in distr ict X)  =  Distr ict advantage (R)

(R % in MI  −  D % in MI )  −  (R % in distr ict X  −  D % in distr ict X)  =  Distr ict advantage (D)
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election, this district would likely vote (more or less) 52.2% Republican to 47.8% Democratic, a 
margin of R + 4.4%.  

It would be a mistake to count our sample district as a Democratic seat since it would most 
likely vote Republican in a close election -- but that is exactly what the MICRC is doing. 

Measuring district advantage has significant benefits. In understanding electoral history, voting 
patterns, and trends, it can be difficult to identify these because a given election year might be 
significantly more favorable towards one party relative to an “average” election -- for example, 
2018 was a high-water mark for the Democratic Party, with its gubernatorial candidate winning 
by over 9%. Even composite scores can be swayed by these atypical election years. However, by 
analyzing the lean of a district, this complication is removed from the process, and allows us to 
understand what a district’s political alignment is regardless of the raw vote share from any given 
year.  

The two political parties are not entitled to equal political power -- they are entitled to political 
power in proportion to the number of votes they receive. 
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Application - MICRC House District 40 

House District 40, like many districts, is identical across all of the MICRC’s collaborative maps. It 
also serves as a good example of applying our concepts of measuring partisan fairness. 

The MICRC’s data shows this district as a 52.1% Democratic - 47.9% Republican seat. What this 
tells us is that in a statewide environment that is 52.3% Democratic - 47.7% Republican, this 
district has a district advantage of R + 0.4% -- meaning this district would likely vote Republican 
in a tied election. 

We can check this against the actual election results from this district, which shows that in recent 
competitive elections, this district indeed votes Republican by significant margins. 

MICRC Composite Score District advantage

DISTRICT Dem Dem % Rep Rep % (Dem = posi1ve, Rep = nega1ve)

40 238,070 52.10% 218,638 47.90% -0.40%

2020 Pres 2020 US Sen 2016 Pres

Dem % 46.15% 47.74% 45.83%

Rep % 53.85% 52.26% 54.17%
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Statewide Topline Results 

What follows is a summary of the district advantage for the MICRC’s collaborative state 
legislative maps. The first section takes the MICRC’s composite scores at face value, and assesses 
the district advantage from that starting point.  

The second section performs the same arithmetic, but based on the 2016-2020 composite score 
from Dave’s Redistricting App, which allows us to compare “apples to apples” between the 
MICRC’s collaborative maps, the 2011 gerrymanders, and the Fair Maps Project’s proposals for 
each chamber. 

Overall, we find that the MICRC is significantly overestimating the number of Democratic 
districts in their seats-votes ratio. This makes intuitive sense -- since three of their four metrics 
are saying the same thing every time (i.e., “You have given the Republican Party a 
disproportionate advantage”), one could reasonably expect the fourth metric to say something 
similar. 

The MICRC’s collaborative maps are far from reaching partisan fairness. They are somewhat better 
than the 2011 intentional Republican gerrymanders, but they are far short of the goal assigned 
to them by the Constitution and people of Michigan - zero partisan bias. Most of the MICRC’s 
maps not only provide a huge boost to the Republican Party, but make it disproportionately 
difficult -- or in some cases, functionally impossible -- to elect a Democratic Party legislature in 
a state that the MICRC’s own expert says votes 52.3% Democratic on average. 
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Using the MICRC’s Composite Score 

Taking the MICRC’s composite score for each district at face value, we find that every single 
collaborative map for both chambers of the state legislature is mis-categorizing seats that favor 
the Republican Party as “Democratic.” In five of six maps, proper categorization flips control of 
the chamber from an alleged tie or slim Democratic majority to a Republican majority. 

The MICRC calculates its composite score for each district by performing the following function, 
then dividing the result by the total votes cast for Democratic and Republican candidates. 

= ((Number of votes cast for Party A’s candidate for 2020 President + 2020 US Senate) x 1.3) 
+  ((2018 US Senate + 2018 Gov + 2018 AG + 2018 SoS) x 0.65) 
+  (2016 President x 2.6) 
+  ((2014 US Senate + 2014 Gov + 2014 AG + 2014 SoS) x 0.65) 
+  ((2012 President + 2012 US Senate) x 1.3) 

State House 

● MICRC seat count: 56 Dem, 54 Rep 
● District advantage count: 44 Dem, 65 Rep, 1 seat with no advantage 

In other words: 11 districts (10% of the chamber) that the MICRC is counting as “Democratic” 
actually favor Republicans -- and this miscalculation flips control of the chamber. 

PINE Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 38 35%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 6 5%

No advantage Districts with no advantage to either party 1 1%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 9 8%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 54 49%

Districts with a Dem advantage 44 40%

Districts with a GOP advantage 63 57%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

Possibly, but Democrats 
would have to win ALL of 
the competitive districts
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The Democratic Party could win a 2-seat majority under the Pine map if it wins the state by 
4.6% or more. The Republican Party could win a 19-seat majority under the Pine map just by 
tying the statewide vote. With 54 safe Republican seats and only 56 needed for a majority, the 
Republican Party would be overwhelmingly favored in any election environment outside of a 
Democratic landslide. 

● MICRC seat count: 54 Dem, 56 Rep 
● District advantage seat count: 42 Dem, 67 Rep, 1 seat with no advantage 

In other words: 11 districts (10% of the chamber) that the MICRC is counting as “Democratic” 
actually favor Republicans. 

The Democratic Party could win the state by 4.6% and still not win a majority in the state House 
under the Oak map. The Republican Party could win a 25-seat majority - and be 6 seats away from 
a ⅔ veto-proof majority - just by tying the statewide vote. 

With 56 safe Republican seats and only 56 needed for a majority, it would be functionally 
impossible for the Democratic Party to win a majority regardless of any realistic popular vote 
outcome. 

OAK Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 37 34%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 5 5%

No advantage Districts with no advantage to either party 1 1%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 11 10%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 56 51%

Districts with a Dem advantage 42 38%

Districts with a GOP advantage 67 61%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican 
Party's safe seats are a 

majority, even if 
Democrats win all of the 

competitive districts
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● MICRC seat count: 55 Dem, 55 Rep 
● District advantage seat count: 42 Dem, 67 Rep, 1 seat with no advantage 

In other words: 12 districts (over 10% of the chamber) that the MICRC is counting as 
“Democratic” actually favor Republicans -- and this miscalculation tilts control of the chamber. 

The Democratic Party could win the state by 4.6% and still only win half the seats under the 
Peach map. The Republican Party could win a 25-seat majority - and be 6 seats away from a ⅔ 
veto-proof majority - just by tying the statewide vote. 

With 55 safe Republican seats and only 56 needed for a majority, it would be functionally 
impossible for the Republican Party to lose control regardless of any realistic popular vote 
outcome -- while the Democratic Party has no such backstop. 

PEACH Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 37 34%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 5 5%

No advantage Districts with no advantage to either party 1 1%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 12 11%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 55 50%

Districts with a Dem advantage 42 38%

Districts with a GOP advantage 67 61%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican 
Party's safe seats are 
enough to tie, even if 

Democrats win all of the 
competitive districts
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State Senate 

● MICRC seat count: 20 Dem, 18 Rep 
● District advantage seat count: 18 Dem, 20 Rep 

In other words: 2 districts that the MICRC is counting as “Democratic” actually favor Republicans 
-- and this miscalculation flips control of the chamber. 

The Democratic Party could win a 2-seat majority under the Cherry map if it wins the state by 
4.6% or more. The Republican Party could win a 2-seat majority just by tying the statewide vote. 

With 18 safe Republican seats and only 20 needed for a majority, the Republican Party would be 
overwhelmingly favored in any election environment outside of a Democratic landslide. 

CHERRY Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democratic Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 15 39%

Tilt Democratic Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 3 8%

No advantage Districts with no advantage to either party 0 0%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 2 5%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 18 47%

Districts with a Dem advantage 18 47%

Districts with a GOP advantage 20 53%

Can both parties reasonably expect to win a majority?

Possibly, but Democrats 
would have to win ALL of 
the competitive districts
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● MICRC seat count: 19 Dem, 19 Rep 
● District advantage seat count: 17 Dem, 21 Rep 

In other words: 2 districts that the MICRC is counting as “Democratic” actually favor Republicans 
-- and this miscalculation tilts control of the chamber. 

The Democratic Party could win the state by 4.6% and still only win half the seats under the Elm 
map. The Republican Party could win a 4-seat majority just by tying the statewide vote. 

With 19 safe Republican seats and only 20 needed for a majority, it would be functionally 
impossible for the Republican Party to lose control regardless of any realistic popular vote 
outcome -- while the Democratic Party has no such backstop. 

ELM Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democratic Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Tilt Democratic Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 3 8%

No advantage Districts with no advantage to either party 0 0%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 2 5%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 19 50%

Districts with a Dem advantage 17 45%

Districts with a GOP advantage 21 55%

Can both parties reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican 
Party's safe seats are 
enough to tie, even if 

Democrats win all of the 
competitive districts
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● MICRC seat count: 20 Dem, 18 Rep 
● District advantage seat count: 16 Dem, 21 Rep, 1 seat with no advantage 

In other words: 3 districts that the MICRC is counting as “Democratic” actually favor Republicans 
-- and this miscalculation flips control of the chamber. 

The Democratic Party could win a 2-seat majority under the Spruce map if it wins the state by 
4.6% or more. The Republican Party could win a 5-seat majority just by tying the statewide vote. 

With 18 safe Republican seats and only 20 needed for a majority, the Republican Party would be 
overwhelmingly favored in any election environment outside of a Democratic landslide. 

SPRUCE Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democratic Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Tilt Democratic Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 2 5%

No advantage Districts with no advantage to either party 1 3%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 3 8%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 18 47%

Districts with a Dem advantage 16 42%

Districts with a GOP advantage 21 55%

Can both parties reasonably expect to win a majority?

Possibly, but Democrats 
would have to win ALL of 
the competitive districts
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Comparison Using DRA Composite Score 

Replicating the MICRC’s collaborative maps in Dave’s Redistricting App (DRA) allows us to directly 
compare, apples-to-apples, the MICRC’s maps to the 2011 gerrymander and to the Fair Maps 
Project. The partisan data used in this section is not the MICRC’s composite score, but rather the 
DRA “Composite 2016-2020” score. Overall, the results are only slightly different, but the 
difference is enough that in five of the six maps, it would be mathematically impossible to elect 
a Democratic majority without the Democratic Party sweeping every single competitive 
district plus at least one district that we would consider “Safe Republican.” 

State House 

The current map is offered here for comparison only. Note the high share of safe seats, 
particularly for the Republican Party, and the 20-seat Republican margin in district advantage. 

2011 Gerrymander Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 40 36%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 5 5%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 6 5%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 59 54%

Districts with a Dem advantage 45 41%

Districts with a GOP advantage 65 59%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe seats 
are a majority, even if Democrats win 

all of the compe11ve districts
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The Fair Maps Project House map is offered here for comparison only. Note the low share of safe 
seats, and the 4-seat Republican margin in district advantage. This map is significantly more fair 
than any MICRC map, and has a lower share of safe seats than any map proposed by the MICRC. 

● MICRC seat count (using the MICRC composite): 56 Dem, 54 Rep 
● District advantage count (using the DRA composite): 46 Dem, 64 Rep 

The Republican Party could win an 18-seat majority under the Pine map just by tying the 
statewide vote. With 53 safe Republican seats and only 56 needed for a majority, the Republican 
Party would be overwhelmingly favored in any election environment outside of a Democratic 
landslide. 

Fair Maps Project Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 39 35%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 14 13%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 10 9%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 47 43%

Districts with a Dem advantage 53 48%

Districts with a GOP advantage 57 52%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority? Yes - either party has a path to the majority

PINE Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 41 37%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 5 5%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 11 10%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 53 48%

Districts with a Dem advantage 46 42%

Districts with a GOP advantage 64 58%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

Possibly, but Democrats would 
have to drama1cally outperform 

Republicans in compe11ve 
districts, while Republicans could 

win a majority while 
underperforming.
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● MICRC seat count (using the MICRC composite): 54 Dem, 56 Rep 
● District advantage seat count (using the DRA composite): 46 Dem, 64 Rep 

The Republican Party could win an 18-seat majority under the Oak map just by tying the 
statewide vote, and could maintain a majority in almost any scenario imaginable. With 56 safe 
Republican seats and only 56 needed for a majority, it would be functionally impossible for the 
Republican Party to lose control regardless of any realistic popular vote outcome. 

OAK Seats - % of chamber

Safe 
Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 40 36%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 6 5%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 8 7%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 56 51%

Districts with a Dem advantage 46 42%

Districts with a GOP advantage 64 58%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe seats are a 
majority, even if Democrats win all of the 

compe11ve districts
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● MICRC seat count (using the MICRC composite): 55 Dem, 55 Rep 
● District advantage seat count (using the DRA composite): 46 Dem, 64 Rep 

The Republican Party could win an 18-seat majority under the Peach map just by tying the 
statewide vote, and could maintain at least half the seats in almost any scenario imaginable. With 
55 safe Republican seats and only 56 needed for a majority, it would be functionally impossible 
for the Democratic Party to win a majority regardless of any realistic popular vote outcome. 

PEACH Seats - % of chamber

Safe 
Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 40 36%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 6 5%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 9 8%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 55 50%

Districts with a Dem advantage 46 42%

Districts with a GOP advantage 64 58%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe seats are 
enough to 1e, even if Democrats win all of 

the compe11ve districts
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State Senate 

The current map is offered here for comparison only. Note that a majority of seats in the chamber 
are Safe Republican, and note the 8-seat Republican margin in district advantage. 

The Fair Maps Project Senate map is offered here for comparison only. Note the low share of safe 
seats and the high share of competitive districts. When accounting for safe seats, this map is 
significantly more fair than any MICRC map, and has a lower share of safe seats than any map 
proposed by the MICRC. 

We believe that using a composite score inclusive of presidential-year elections to analyze state 
Senate maps -- which are only used in gubernatorial years -- is misleading. For that reason, we 
used the 2018 Attorney General election for our state Senate analysis in the Fair Maps Project. 
The 2018 AG race was the closest major statewide partisan contest in the most recent state 
Senate cycle. Using those results, our state Senate map has an efficiency gap of less than 1% and 

2011 gerrymander Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 1 3%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 2 5%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 21 55%

Districts with a Dem advantage 15 39%

Districts with a GOP advantage 23 61%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe 
seats are a majority, even if 

Democrats win all of the 
compe11ve districts

Fair Maps Project Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 15 39%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 6 16%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 3 8%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Districts with a Dem advantage 21 55%

Districts with a GOP advantage 17 45%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?
Yes - either party has a path to 

the majority
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has 20 seats with a Democratic district advantage and 18 seats with a Republican district 
advantage. However, for the purposes of this report, we are using the composite score. 

● MICRC seat count (using the MICRC composite): 20 Dem, 18 Rep 
● District advantage seat count (using the DRA composite): 19 Dem, 19 Rep 

Under a tied popular vote, each party would be likely to win the same number of seats, which is 
good! But with 19 safe Republican seats and 20 needed for a majority, it would be functionally 
impossible for the Republican Party to lose control regardless of any realistic popular vote 
outcome -- while the Democratic Party has no such backstop. 

CHERRY Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 5 13%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 0 0%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 19 50%

Districts with a Dem advantage 19 50%

Districts with a GOP advantage 19 50%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe 
seats are enough to 1e, even if 

Democrats win all of the 
compe11ve districts
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● MICRC seat count (using the MICRC composite): 19 Dem, 19 Rep 
● District advantage seat count (using the DRA composite): 18 Dem, 20 Rep 

While the seat count on this map is close, the margins in the districts matter. With 20 safe 
Republican seats and 20 needed for a majority, it would be functionally impossible for the 
Democratic Party to win a majority regardless of any realistic popular vote outcome. 

● MICRC seat count (using the MICRC composite): 20 Dem, 18 Rep 
● District advantage seat count (using the DRA composite): 17 Dem, 21 Rep 

While the seat count on this map is close, the margins in the districts matter. With 19 safe 
Republican seats and 20 needed for a majority, it would be functionally impossible for the 

ELM Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 4 11%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 0 0%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 20 53%

Districts with a Dem advantage 18 47%

Districts with a GOP advantage 20 53%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe 
seats are a majority, even if 

Democrats win all of the 
compe11ve districts

SPRUCE Seats - % of chamber

Safe Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of 5% or more 14 37%

Tilt Democra1c Districts with a Dem advantage of less than 5% 3 8%

Tilt Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of less than 5% 2 5%

Safe Republican Districts with a GOP advantage of 5% or more 19 50%

Districts with a Dem advantage 17 45%

Districts with a GOP advantage 21 55%

Can both par1es reasonably expect to win a majority?

No - the Republican Party's safe 
seats are enough to 1e, even if 

Democrats win all of the 
compe11ve districts
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Republican Party to lose control regardless of any realistic popular vote outcome -- while the 
Democratic Party has no such backstop.
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